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The Cambridge Companion to Pentecostalism Apr 14 2021 Pentecostalism is one of the fastest-growing religious movements in the world. Groups in
the United States dominated early Pentecostal histories, but recent global manifestations have expanded and complicated the definition of
Pentecostalism. This volume provides a nuanced overview of Pentecostalism's various manifestations and explores what it means to be Pentecostal
from the perspectives of both insiders and outsiders. Leading scholars in the field use a multidisciplinary approach to analyze the historical,
economic, political, anthropological, sociological and theological aspects of the movement. They address controversies, such as the Oneness-Trinity
controversy; introduce new theories; and chart trajectories for future research. The Cambridge Companion to Pentecostalism will enable beginners
to familiarize themselves with the important issues and debates surrounding the global movement, while also offering experienced scholars a
valuable handbook for reference.
Bibliographies of Special Subjects Mar 14 2021
Spirit Cure Apr 26 2022 Joseph W. Williams examines the changing healing practices of pentecostals in the United States over the past 100 years,
from the early believers to the later generations of pentecostals and their charismatic successors.
Freedom's Distant Shores Mar 26 2022 This volume examines relations between U.S. Protestants and Africa since the end of colonial rule. It draws
attention to shifting ecclesiastical and socio-political priorities, especially the decreased momentum of social justice advocacy and the growing
missionary influence of churches emphasizing spiritual revival and personal prosperity. The book provides a thought-provoking assessment of U.S.
Protestant involvements with Africa, and it proposes forms of engagement that build upon ecclesiastical dynamism within American and African
contexts.
All Things Are Possible Jul 18 2021 "... a book about healing revivalists that takes them seriously and treats them fairly." Journal of Southern
History"... will be a definitive work for some years to come." Reviews in American History"Harrell has obviously attended countless rallies, read
sheafs of literature, and personally interviewed many of the principals. He... tell[s] the story in a largely biographical format. This makes for lively
reading." Harvey G. Cox, New York Times Book Review"... will attract readers interested in the reasons behind the various fat and lean periods
among revivalists." Publishers Weekly"All Things Are Possible is the first book to tell the story of the enterprisers who have personal followings. The
narrative is full of surprises: of seriousness and scandal strangely blended. Professor Harrell has done a staggering amount of research in hard to
discover sources; his scholarship is impressive and he is eminently fair-minded. Here is a missing link in the chain of American religious movements."
Martin E. Marty, The University of Chicago Divinity School"Harrells book will doubtless be the definitive work on the subject for a long whilewho else
will wade through Healing Waters and Miracle Magazine with such fastidious care?" The Kirkus ReviewsThis is the first objective history of the great
revivals that swept the country after World War II. It tells the story of the victories and defeats of such giants of the revival as William Branham, Oral
Roberts, Jack Coe, T. L. Osborn, A. A. Allen. It also tells of the powerful present day evangelists who are carrying on the revival, including Robert
Schambach and Morris Cerullo. The book includes pictures of Schambach, Allen, Cerullo, Branham, Roberts, Osborn, Coe and many others. Those
who lived through the great revival of the 1950s and 1960s will be thrilled to read about those exciting days. Those who do not remember those days
need to read this book to see what has led us up to this present moment in time.David Edwin Harrell, Jr. is a professor of history at the University of
Alabama in Birmingham. He has tried to write this book in an objective way, although you may not agree with all that he says. Dr. Harrell has visited
Schambach revivals.
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series Aug 07 2020
Encyclopedia of Evangelicalism Feb 22 2022 In this completely revised and expanded edition of the Encyclopedia of Evangelicalism, Randall
Balmer gives readers the most comprehensive resource about evangelicalism available anywhere. With over 3,000 separate entries, the Encyclopedia
of Evangelicalism covers historical and contemporary theologians, preachers, laity, cultural figures, musicians, televangelists, movements,
organizations, denominations, folkways, theological terms, events, and much more--all penned in Balmer's engaging style. Students, scholars,
journalists, and laypersons will all benefit from Balmer's insights.
The Believer's Prayer Manual: A Classic Study on Prayer Dec 23 2021 This comprehensive study on the power of prayer designed to guide Bible
students, church leaders, and all seekers into the effective and powerful discipline of prayer, uses classic sources, links the insights of those
experienced in prayer throughout history, connects prayer and great spiritual awakenings, and inspires readers to strengthen their personal prayer
lives.
The Fasting Prayer Nov 02 2022 2016 Reprint of 1947 Edition. Full facsimile of the original edition, not reproduced with Optical Recognition
Software. In 1946, Hall published a brief book entitled "Atomic Power with God through Prayer and Fasting." The book, which provided detailed
information on the methods and benefits of fasting, was an immediate success and brought Hall considerable fame. According to Hall, all of the major
evangelists began following his fasting regime and miracles erupted everywhere. Many observers of the early revival years agreed, as one said,
"Every one of these men down through the years followed Franklin Hall's method of fasting." He followed this up with "The Fasting Prayer" in 1947.
Contents include: Fasting makes world history: Fasting on Azusa Street; Adam's fast broken -- The Fasting prayer; Give your stomach a vacation;
Conquer the flesh or the flesh conquers you -- The Refining fire of perfection: Down with the flesh; Six fast 21 days and 600 converted; The Human
storage battery; Fasting prevents divisions -- The Food drunkards: The Alcohol factory; Tobacco, alcohol and dope cure -- Daniel's diet and fasts: The
Soap plant; A Call for fasting for national repentance -- The Plain simple teachings of Christ: Fasting sense; A thousand converted -- Fasting becomes
faith: Receiving spiritual gifts: The Substance of God; The Refinery -- Taking a forty day fast: Why 40 days?; The Big fight -- Some Fasting problems:
Automatic blood transfusion; Testimony from England -- Breaking the Fast -- The Travailing prayer: Do you control food or does food control you?;
Fasting lives on the very poisons that one wishes to abolish -- Divine healing for fasting and prayer: Sugar coated pills with the sugar removed.
Bulletin of the Public Library of the City of Boston Jan 12 2021
The Jesus Fast Jun 16 2021 A Passionate, Prophetic Summons to Prayer and Fasting We are poised at a key moment in history. Amidst pain and
chaos, we can turn the tide of evil in our lands. With excitement and profound insight, seasoned prophetic leader Lou Engle shows how: through bold
faith and aggressive, passionate prayer and fasting. Here he equips you with the dynamic, practical tools you need to answer the call of
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countercultural consecration. Using Jesus as the role model, he reveals that 40 days of prayer and fasting always precede breakthrough, revelations
of God's glory, breakage of demonic hindrances, and more. As we join together in fasting and intercession, we'll see victory in the critical issues of
our day--and we'll awaken the nations for Christ. Global revival and transformation is imminent. Will you answer the call?
The Defender Jul 06 2020
Fasting Prayer Nov 21 2021 Full facsimile of the original edition, not reproduced with Optical Recognition Software. In 1946, Hall published a brief
book entitled "Atomic Power with God through Prayer and Fasting." The book, which provided detailed information on the methods and benefits of
fasting, was an immediate success and brought Hall considerable fame. According to Hall, all of the major evangelists began following his fasting
regime and miracles erupted everywhere. Many observers of the early revival years agreed, as one said, "Every one of these men down through the
years followed Franklin Hall's method of fasting." He followed this up with "The Fasting Prayer" in 1947. Contents include: Fasting makes world
history: Fasting on Azusa Street; Adam's fast broken -- The Fasting prayer; Give your stomach a vacation; Conquer the flesh or the flesh conquers you
-- The Refining fire of perfection: Down with the flesh; Six fast 21 days and 600 converted; The Human storage battery; Fasting prevents divisions -The Food drunkards: The Alcohol factory; Tobacco, alcohol and dope cure -- Daniel's diet and fasts: The Soap plant; A Call for fasting for national
repentance -- The Plain simple teachings of Christ: Fasting sense; A thousand converted -- Fasting becomes faith: Receiving spiritual gifts: The
Substance of God; The Refinery -- Taking a forty day fast: Why 40 days?; The Big fight -- Some Fasting problems: Automatic blood transfusion;
Testimony from England -- Breaking the Fast -- The Travailing prayer: Do you control food or does food control you?; Fasting lives on the very poisons
that one wishes to abolish -- Divine healing for fasting and prayer: Sugar coated pills with the sugar removed.
Atomic Power with God, Through Fasting and Prayer Aug 31 2022 "Prayer and fasting is Jesus Christ's message to His people everywhere. A study of
the science of fasting in relation to the great spiritual, physical and spiritual power obtained thereby."
Glorified Fasting Jan 24 2022 2017 Reprint of 1948 Edition. Full facsimile of the original edition, not reproduced with Optical Recognition Software.
Along with many others of the depression era healers, Franlin Hall grew up in rural poverty and was deeply religious. Initially he was with the
Methodist church but their stance against healing forced him elsewhere. During the depression and World War II he travelled as an independent
evangelist. In 1946, he published a brief book entitled "Atomic Power with God through Prayer and Fasting." The book, which provided detailed
information on the methods and benefits of fasting, was an immediate success and brought Hall considerable fame. According to Hall, all of the major
evangelists began following his fasting regime and miracles erupted everywhere. Many observers of the early revival years agreed, as one said,
"Every one of these men down through the years followed Franklin Hall's method of fasting." "Gloried Fasting" further explores the significance of
fasting for Christians and provides vivid testimonials from those transformed by their experiences with fasting.
Changing World Religions, Cults & Occult Jul 30 2022
You Are My Servant and I Have Chosen You Oct 09 2020 The book is about the painful hardships, tests, trials, and tribulations the Lord has put me
through in the process of my calling, choosing, preparation, and ordination for ministry. It traces my calling at the age of eleven and how, from then,
God protected me from the numerous attempts of the enemy to kill me. It looks at my rise to power and prestige as a company executive, my calling
into and gifting for full-time ministry, the liquidation of my transport company, my subsequent financial bankruptcy, and my falling into debt and
sequestration. Having lost everything I had and fallen into insolvency, the Lord began to teach me what it truly meant to live by faith and to depend
on him. The book details how God led me every day by his word and the abundant revelations he showed me and the tools of survival he gave me. It
contains also prophecies directed at my countrymen and Church of Christ universal. It shows how God strengthened me to overcome my tribulations,
to remain positive, to not lose hope, to get back up again, and how he faithfully began to restore his favor and blessing on me once again.
Narratives of Remarkable Conversions and Revival Incidents Dec 11 2020
The Fasting Prayer Jun 28 2022 “And, behold, I send the promise of my Father upon you:” To obtain the “power,” the commandment given to us by
Jesus: “Tarry ye in the city of Jerusalem (your present city) until ye be endued with power from on high” (Luke 24:49) must be obeyed. Many
Christians claim the experience of Acts 2:4, but they have not attained the experience provided for in Luke 24:49. The progress so far is fine, but the
deceiver still has many of us lulled to sleep, deluded, and self-satisfied, far from the goal Jesus intended for us to reach. I once owned an airplane, but
owning an airplane and getting the motor going so it will take off with its own power are two different things. If you have the Holy Spirit, He still may
not have sufficient sway in your life for you to have the advanced experience of power and the gifts of the Spirit. Many do not seek God far enough,
and in quite the right manner to allow the Holy Spirit to exert His power, even though He has been received. Every evidence points to the fact that
the early church and apostles put into practice what the church has failed to do today. Therefore, they had an experience that overshadows ours.
Every single new testament church was founded in fasting and prayer. Acts 14:23. After Jesus said, “I send the promise of the Father upon you” He
also told them, “Tarry . . . until ye be endued with power.” Where there is a lack of perfection and refinement among God’s people, as there is today,
this power and the gifts of the Holy Spirit cannot very well be received by prayer alone. (If they can be received in this manner, I ask, where are
they? Even in the days of the apostles, they too, found it necessary at times to employ this method to arrest the flesh and become refined in order to
receive this power. They were in a state of perfection that far exceeded ours today. We believe many put into practice the prophet’s-length fast and
obtained the power and gifts. Without following their example and deeds, we are without their mighty experiences. Consecrated fasting acts as a
refining fire to the saint of God, and enables him to become purified and cleansed to such an extent he can obtain the power and the gifts of the
Spirit. It actually requires a further process of purification and sanctified living to obtain and retain the gifts of the Spirit than otherwise. The best
means of reaching that goal is to do as Paul asked us to do, follow him “in fastings often.” This volume endeavors to take what has generally been
overlooked, and reveal, perhaps for the first time in detailed form, the secret of the early church. It is made so simple and easy of accomplishment
that anyone can have an experience as dynamic as those of any of the apostles and followers of Jesus Christ.
Fasting for Breakthrough and Deliverance Nov 29 2019 There is freedom from the torment of the enemy!
DECEPTION IN THE CHURCH Jun 24 2019
Digging the Wells of Revival Sep 19 2021 Do you know that just beneath your feet are deep wells of revival? Are you aware that you are standing on
bottomless geysers and founts of the anointing and mandates of our spiritual forefathers and mothers that are just waiting be released afresh to you?
God is calling us as instruments today to unstop the wells and reclaim the spiritual inheritance of our nation. This same God who visited America in
the Great Awakening, the Azusa Street Revival, the Jesus Movement, the Charismatic Outpouring, and more, wants to again honor His eternal
convenants with the men and women of faith who have gone before us. God is ready to loose revival fires and miracles to the spiritual descendants of
people like Jonathan Edwards, Henrietta Mears, Aimee Semple McPherson, Charles Finney, William Seymour, and Frank Bartleman. But who will
contend for the mantle they wore? Will you? As America stands on the brink of the judgement of God for her sins, revival is our most glori! ous hope.
This book is a prophetic call from the heart of a pastor in Los Angeles who calls his city, his country, and you to renew covenant with God, reclaim
our glorious roots, and believe for the greatest revival the world has ever known.
Gentle Shepherd Ministries Discipleship and Supplementation Courses Apr 02 2020 In your hands you hold the combination of the works of
Rayola Kelley and Jeannette Haley. Co-founders of Gentle shepherd Ministries in 1989, they have striven to make the glorious truth of Jesus Christ
and His redemption a living reality to the hearts of His followers. Included in this book are the Gentle Shepherd Ministries Discipleship Course that
has been requested and used by people throughout the world, along with Bible Studies, excerpts from sermons, and articles. Every bit of material in
this resource of information has been compiled with one goal in mind, and that is to build up and nurture the life of Christ in the members of His
Body, the Church. Although some information will seem repetitious, one must remember the subjects and themes are eternal truths that can and
must be approached from different angles to ensure a sound spiritual foundation and a sturdy structure that clearly expresses the new creation
mentioned in 2 Corinthians 5:17. The information and challenges put forth in this book will not only nurture the serious disciple of Jesus, but it will
bring a well-rounded understanding as to the fundamental beliefs that make up the Christian faith.
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Atomic Power With God Through Prayer and Fasting May 28 2022 Fear and hatred stalk the world today. No one knows to what use men will put the
newly discovered force of atomic energy. Many other devices of power would bring to pass the signs preceding the second coming of Christ as
foretold in Luke 21:26: “Men’s hearts failing them for fear, for the powers of heaven shall be shaken.” And the cause of it all is the sad fact that man’s
spiritual development has lagged far behind his scientific development, with his many inventions and discoveries of the physical forces of nature.
Spiritually and emotionally, mankind as a whole is not far removed from the jungles, and is therefore, incapable of handling the forces of nature that
science has unleashed. Physical power, sufficient to disintegrate the entire world, is at the fingertips of a few, but there has been almost no
development of spiritual power to control it. We have been wandering in the wilderness. This spiritual power is actually within the reach of all
followers of Christ. It is not so much that it has been forgotten, but rather that it has never been taught and learned. “The message of the Gospel is
the power of God unto Salvation.” Rom. 1:16. But we have overlooked a certain fundamental part of the Gospel message. The writer shall endeavor to
present a spiritual atomic power far greater than the physical force of all the atoms in the universe. Jesus Christ has made this power available to all
His people, who will follow His Gospel pattern.
Fasting and Prayer Oct 21 2021 Get ready for a spiritual explosion! Experience the release of spiritual power through the age-old wonders of fasting
and prayer! When it comes to Fasting and Prayer, author Steven Brooks has lived his message. In this book, he shares the ups and downs of his
experiences with fasting—and the explosive power the Holy Spirit has released in his ministry as a result. Visions, healings, and miracles have been
released to Steven Brooks through the simple commitment to fast and pray, and these supernatural manifestations are for you, as well! Tremendous
power is released to the believer who is hungry to go deeper with God. Even if you have not experienced success with fasting before, this book will
inspire faith in your spirit to believe for God’s extra measure of grace to fast. Join Steven Brooks, along with many biblical and modern-day saints, in
experiencing for yourself the infusion of power that Fasting and Prayer will bring to your Christian walk! In Steven’s own words: “Embrace what the
Word of God teaches concerning fasting combined with fervent prayer, be a hearer and a doer of the Word of God, and the power of God will flow
through you to see even the most impossible prayers answered and countless other needs and desires met!” Open this book to let the change begin!
God's Covenant With You for Deliverance and Freedom Oct 28 2019 When we stay true to our covenant with God, we can be sure that no matter
what storms come in life, it is God's everlasting covenant of peace that will bring us through victoriously and sustain us.
Atomic Power with God, Thru Fasting and Prayer Oct 01 2022 Atomic Power With God Thru Fasting and Prayer is a short work by the spirited
evangelist Franklin Hall. The book describes how prayer during extended fasts can heal the body and soul, and bring practitioners greater spiritual
power to exalt and glorify Jesus Christ. Franklin Hall was born in Coffeyville, Kansas, in 1909. Hall's father died when Franklin was only twelve,
leaving him distraught with both his loss and the responsibility of supporting his mother and five younger siblings. During these hard times, he
looked to the local Pentecostal church for guidance. The church became a major influence on the lives of the young Hall children and their widowed
mother, who remarried the reverend soon after. Hall began his own traveling ministry during the Great Depression. But he didn't become well known
among evangelicals until the release of his first book, Atomic Power With God Thru Fasting and Prayer, in 1946. In the book, Hall described his own
introduction to fasting and prayer through friendship with a Oklahoma family advocating the practice in 1932. He fasted and prayed with them in
anticipation of a large revival-and at the ensuing event, "scores of people were healed of all types of afflictions." He became convinced of the power
of fasting and began to preach its efficacy as he traveled. In 1946, a group of "Holy Ghost people" began a long session of prayer and fasting, lasting
between ten and forty days. According to Hall, they experienced a great spiritual awakening. Some even found healing of physical ailments during
the fast. As word of the event spread, Hall found that there was heavy demand for more information about the power of fasting and prayer. Later that
same year, Hall wrote Atomic Power. The book explores how fasting intensifies prayer by "[bringing] unity and [filling] us with the glory of God."
Through the combination of these two acts, he believed one could enhance their "spiritual appetites" and curtail their hunger, sex, and greed
appetites-thereby uncovering their "spiritual atomic power with God that lies available to every Christian." Hall acknowledged that fasting and prayer
were not new. Beyond the multiple examples from the Bible, and specifically from the life of Christ, he cited the fasting and prayer of Native
Americans and Muslims who abstained from food as a regular part of their devotional exercises. In addition to the why of fasting, the book explained
how one should fast. A complete fast, Hall wrote, should last from the time hunger leaves to the time hunger returns-usually 21 to 40 days. Water
should be consumed in abundance to clean out the stomach and intestines of waste. And when it's time to break the fast, Hall provided a detailed
breakdown of what to eat and when. Atomic Power brought success and notoriety to Hall, who continued to travel across the country evangelizing to
crowds of up to 5,000 people. Immediately after Atomic Power, he published The Fasting Prayer in 1947 and Glorified Fasting: The ABC of Fasting in
1948. He published a total of 17 books during his lifetime. Hall and his wife, Helen, founded the Hall Deliverance Foundation in the mid-1950s. This
alliance of churches and ministries followed Hall's teachings for fasting and prayer. The couple also started Miracle Word, a ministry newsletter that
had 24,000 subscribers worldwide at its peak. Some other evangelists and Pentecostals did not agree with Hall's teachings. Still, fasting had staunch
believers through the 1950s and beyond, including some notable evangelists like Gordon Lindsay, William Branham, and Orval Jaggers. Hall's work
has now been inspiring Christians to explore the benefits of fasting on their physical and spiritual health for over 70 years.
Miracle Workers, Reformers and the New Mystics Jul 26 2019 Miracle Workers, Reformers and the New Mystics contains more than 70 photos,
illustrations, and biographies of men and women whose lives have demonstrated the phenomenal throughout the ages. Let their stories inspire you to
join their ranks as part of this coming revival generation.
Fasting as Unto the Lord Sep 07 2020 Empower Your Spirit You desire a closer walk with God. It’s important to understand the role that fasting
can play in your Christian life. It empowers your spirit man, enhances your prayer life, and helps you focus on your Christian walk. This
comprehensive book by Marilyn Salmonson offers a wealth of information, incorporating scriptural guidelines for fasting with contemporary scientific
knowledge on how to physically maximize your fast. Has fasting confused you in the past? Do you feel like you’re not getting results when you fast?
Marilyn Salmonson shows the answers to these questions and more: What are the benefits of fasting? What effect does fasting have on my physical
body? How did God command us to fast? Why does God require fasting? How should I prepare for a fast? Don’t settle for an uninspired, lukewarm
Christian walk. Let Fasting as unto the Lord take your relationship with God to the next level.
Voice of Encouraging Thoughts May 16 2021 This latest devotional from Marilyn; it is superb and excellent. It acts like medicine to better your daily
living...' Senior Pastor, Sunday Adelaja The Embassy of the Blessed Kingdom of God for All Nations Kyiv, Ukraine 'Voice of Encouraging Thoughts is
daily lessons in 'Quantum God thinking, ' a Quantum breakthrough into the spiritual realm; for 'His' thoughts are greater than our thoughts...' Dr.
Dick Reuben, President and Founder of Dick Reuben Evangelistic Association Boonville, Indiana 'A masterpiece in devotional writing by Marilyn
Salmonson...' Axel Lanausse President and CEO of Christian Aid Charlottesville, Virginia 'Dr. Marilyn Salmonson's latest book, Voice of Encouraging
Thoughts, is a wonderful treasure for helping daily devotions become more real as we sit at the feet of Jesus.' Dr. Ken Brewer President Brewer
Christian College & Graduate School Jacksonville, Florida 'Voice of Encouraging Thoughts, by Marilyn Salmonson, should be considered spiritual
food to a hungry nation-' Senior Pastor, Rosetta R. Bryson Word of Life Kingdom Church Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 'No matter what season you are in,
Voice of Encouraging Thoughts will encourage you.' Singers Songwriters Myles and DeLana Rutherford President and Founder of Rutherford
Ministries Lexington, Kentucky
The Joel 2 Generation Feb 10 2021 How Will You Answer the Call? God is calling all spiritual soldiers, and now is the time to respond. He wants
you to join a new Holy Spirit-empowered army ---Joel's Army. In Jordan and Georgia Wells's book, The Joel 2 Generation, you will be awakened to
walk in the fullness of the revivalist you were created to be. Prepare to launch into a new realm of the miraculous that will ignite cities and nations.
This book will equip Christ followers to: * Be empowered in the Holy Spirit through impartation and activation * Be propelled into the final harvest
through prophetic decrees * Hear God's call into the Joel 2 End-Time Army The Joel 2 Generation is your prophetic recruitment papers into the last
great movement of God that will fill the earth with God's glory. Join the Movement!
Gebete und Proklamationen Mar 02 2020
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Satan’s Counterfeit Healing Aug 26 2019 "The Christian church worldwide has been taken prisoner by Satan's counterfeit healing." This statement is
based on the author's personal experience, modest exposure to the Toronto Blessing, observation of parachurch healing ministries, and extensive
historical reconstructions. Satan's Counterfeit Healing presents and evaluates Satan's supernatural healing from the Paleolithic period (ca. 45000
BCE) to the contemporary church. The guiding thesis is that Satan and his demonic surrogates perform miracles which are evident as psi paranormal
phenomena. These manifestations include physical and exorcistic supernatural healings. Paleolithic and Neolithic periods produced Great Mother
goddess worship and healing, which have persisted ever since. These idolatries, combined with OT nature gods, were a backdrop to Jesus' true
miracles. For two thousand years of church history there's been a tug-of-war between true and false healing. Mother goddess as Mariological shrine
healing joined with natural and demonic magic, and esoteric energy psi. Alongside these the Holy Spirit has raised up genuine healers and their
ministries. Modern healing is marked by energy counterfeits and faith healing, the latter especially accompanied by trance, false prophecy, and psi
transformations. True divine healing can be recovered when Christians repudiate nature gods, reject false prophecy, and restore proper eschatology.
The New Apostolic Reformation Jan 30 2020 From Justin Bieber, to Sarah Palin and Michele Bachmann, to the controversial documentary Jesus
Camp (2006), the New Apostolic Reformation’s influence can be seen everywhere in mainstream America. Beginning with an examination of the
Latter Rain, Church Growth and Shepherding movements, this book explores how the new Reformation has become one of the most powerful
movements in modern evangelical Christianity and a major influence on American political and cultural life. The author describes the New Apostolic
Reformation’s organization, how the movement spread and its national and international objectives.
Preaching the Manifold Grace of God, Volume 1 Nov 09 2020 Preaching the Manifold Grace of God is a two-volume work describing theologies
of preaching from the historical and contemporary periods. Volume 1 focuses on historical theological families: Orthodox, Roman Catholic, Lutheran,
Reformed, Anabaptist, Anglican/Episcopal, Wesleyan, Baptist, African American, Stone-Campbell, Friends, and Pentecostal. Volume 2 focuses on
families that are evangelical, liberal, neo-orthodox, postliberal, existential, radical orthodox, deconstructionist, Black liberation, womanist, Latinx
liberation, Mujerista, Asian American, Asian American feminist, LGBTQAI, Indigenous, postcolonial, and process. In each case, the author describes
the circumstances in which the theological family emerged and describes the purposes and characteristics of preaching from that perspective.
COVENANT THEOLOGY: A Critical Analysis Of Current Pentecostal Covenant Theology Aug 19 2021
Blessed Sep 27 2019 'Blessed' offers a comprehensive history of the rise of the American prosperity gospel. What began as diverse metaphysical,
pentecostal, and self-help conceptions about the power of the mind became one of the most influential popular religious movements of the last
century. The book follows how the movement took shape after World War II in pentecostal healing revivals and exploded onto the national scene
through televangelists with big hair and bigger promises. It survived the scandals of the late 1980s and remade its image as a therapeutic and
effective theology of modern living. Now thriving in the 21st century megachurch movement, the prosperity gospel reigns as a full-fledged cultural
phenomenon.
God's Covenant With You for Life and Favor May 04 2020 GOD HAS ALREADY MARKED A PATH OF SUCCESS FOR YOU
Die Federalist papers Dec 31 2019
Glorified Fasting Jun 04 2020 “STAND FAST, AND hold the traditions which ye have been taught, whether by word, or our epistle .... Comfort your
hearts; and stablish you in every good word and work .... Finally, brethren, pray for us, that the word; of the Lord may have free course, and be
GLORIFIED, even as it is with you.” II Thess. 2:15, 17; 3:1. FASTING, like PRAYER, is a part of the word of God. To dispute this would be as foolish as
denying water is wet. Shall we “STAND FAST” on this IRREVOCABLE “TRADITION,” which we have been taught in the WORD, since it is
indisputably a part of the WORD of God? Let us pray that it will “have free course, AND BE GLORIFIED,” in its proper place in order that JESUS may
receive more glory and honor from His children. The purpose of this volume is to popularize, perhaps one of the most downtrodden of all Biblical
subjects, and assist in the author’s small way to reestablish this part of the Gospel, bringing it out in all its glorious aspects. We are dealing with a
tremendous portion of the Word—able to open up an avenue to tremendous power and glory with JESUS for the mutual welfare of His body, and the
bringing of a mighty last day revival. By the proper utilization of fasting, praying, crying and mourning for souls, and by going into the FASTINGPRAYER without a selfish motive, many pillars of the FAITH can pull together in this travail to such an extent that when tragedy, destruction,
persecution, and the rest of the last-day signs approach us more closely, we will have at our disposal a most effective weapon to carry us through for
the glory of Jesus. It is NOT the purpose of this book, or any of the other articles on the subject of fasting, to leave an impression that this practice is
the Scriptural cure-all for spiritual, moral and bodily complaints. Emphasis is given the subject for the purpose of quickly enlightening God’s people
who seem to be “falling away” from the old-time faith, and to prevent the unhappy drift towards modernism that is so sweeping the land. We do not
emphasize fasting for the purpose of bragging, or for such great merit that it would be boasting before our God, but we are pressing it forward with
such tempo so that the children of the Bridegroom will become more quickly and fully prepared for the closing of this Holy Spirit dispensation. This
work has grown to such an extent, we have had to give up the revival auditorium. The author is devoting his entire time to the work of fasting, even
discontinuing most of the traveling speaking engagements, in order to assure it greater success and promotion over the world for the mutual welfare
of Christendom and the Kingdom of God. To make it even easier to grasp, the author has gone to additional expense in constructing drawings,
diagrams and charts for numerous cuts to bring forth quickly through the eye-gate, this precious vital truth of orthodox Christianity. May the reader
be blessed by them. This was done solely for the purpose of glorifying our most lovable Jesus. In the name of Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost, we, therefore, dedicate this work to Jesus. May it bring praise and honor of Him. Revelation 22:17-21.
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